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WE’RE CHANGING THE  
SHAPE OF GAMING.

When they debuted at 2014 G2E, our ARC™ 
cabinets were voted the most innovative 
technology. And now you get to see for yourself. 
The ARC cabinets are here, and they’re completely 
unlike anything you’ve seen before. They’re 
incredible standouts, the first of their kind, going 
beyond curve technology to create a totally 
immersive player experience. Once the player takes 
a seat, the outside world disappears, making the 
games personal and engaging events.

Coupled with our spectacular licensed titles,  
ARC is cinematic—and entirely dynamic.
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We’re all about OPERATOR FLEXIBILITY, so this 
(and all) ARC Cabinets will have exclusive content 
developed for ARC, while retaining a full catalog of 
established player favorites.

Buffalo Gold™

Wonder 4 Tower™ More More Chilli™

Sky Rider 2™

5 Dragons Gold™
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HIGHLIGHTS
•  Featuring industry-leading ergonomic design and 

immersive player comfort to optimize play time

•  Upgraded graphics capabilities engages, impresses and 
drives the chase

•  5.1 stereo surround sound is optimally mixed to draw 
the player into the game world

•  Like its Double and Wheel siblings, it has a silhouette 
designed to draw attention and cut through the clutter of 
other casino games

SPECIFICATIONS
•  Height (without Candle) – 1,873mm / 76.3” / 6’ 4 47/64”

• Depth – 903mm / 35.55” / 2’ 11 35/64”

•  Width – 711mm / 27.99” / 2’ 3 63/64”
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IMMERSION. That is the goal of the ARC DOUBLE. 
Dramatic and expansive, it is a veritable playground 
of vision and sound. As the eye-capturing palette for 
the launch of exciting new titles, expect to see a 
new brand of player on your floor.
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HIGHLIGHTS
•  Dual 42” curved high-definition LCD touch screens 

encompass the player for a holistically unified experience

•  Industry-leading ergonomic design delivers player 
comfort to optimize play time

•  Upgraded graphics capabilities engages, impresses and 
drives the chase

•  5.1 stereo surround sound is optimally mixed to draw 
the player into the game world

•  Sleek and sinuous, it creates a substantial floor 
presence and becomes a player destination

•  It is the anti-box, breaking any floor monotony with 
its graceful lines

SPECIFICATIONS
•  Height (without Candle) – 2,813mm / 110.75” / 9’ 2 3/4”

•  Depth (with iChair) – 1,651mm / 65” / 5’5”

•  Width – 711mm/27.99”/2’ 3 63/64”
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HIGHLIGHTS
•  Housed in the new ARC DOUBLE cabinet with surround  

sound iChair

•  Three base games each representing a main house:  
Stark, Lannister and Targaryen

•  Players are eligible for the $500,000 multi-site progressive 
jackpot at the 300 or 500 credit bet level

•  Feature-rich, with several base features in addition  
to four entertaining bonus features

SPECIFICATIONS
• Game configuration – Reel Power

•  Minimum bet – 50 credits

•  Maximum bet – 500 credits

•  Denominations – 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c, 25c, 50c, 
$1, $5, $10, $20

•  Progressives – 4 levels

SPOILER ALERT: IT'S AWESOME.

The rich story and detailed world of the hit HBO show now appear in the 
new ARC DOUBLE cabinet. Players will flock to your floor from an existing 
and devoted fan base, and they will thrill to dragons, battles, epic music, 
and characters both revered and reviled.
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Battle of Blackwater 
Bay Feature

The Valyrian Wheel

FEATURES
In addition to the base game features, three scatter symbols 
trigger the Game of Thrones Wheel Feature, which may 
trigger one of four bonus features:

•  The Wall Feature – Eight spins are awarded during 
which the reel set can grow up to 16 symbols high or 134 
lines. Elevator wild awards multipliers from 2x – 5x.

•  Battle of Blackwater Bay Feature – Six free games are 
awarded on a new reel set which includes dynamic stack 
symbols and wilds added.

•  Mother of Dragons Feature – The player chooses  
a dragon egg defining a multiplier sequence and number  
of picks. Three additional pick’em rounds follow.

•  Progressive Feature – Players are awarded a number  
of picks proportionate to their bet for a chance to win  
credit prizes or progressive jackpots.

Official HBO Licensed Product ©2015 Home Box Office, Inc.  
All Rights Reserved. HBO and related trademarks are the property  
of Home Box Office, Inc.

The Wall 
Feature
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PLAY WITH POP!

Riding high atop the pop world, Britney has inspired fans across all ages 
and continents—and now, she can be the muse to inspire your players. 
The Britney Spears™ Slot Game appears on our new super stage: 
The ARC DOUBLE cabinet.

HIGHLIGHTS
•  Housed in the new ARC DOUBLE cabinet with surround  

sound iChair

•  Features Britney’s most popular top-charting hits,  
including “Hit Me Baby One More Time,” “Toxic,”  
“3,” “Oops I Did It Again,” and “Crazy”

•  Feature-rich, with two base game features and four  
bonus features

•  $10,000 single site progressive jackpot

SPECIFICATIONS
•  Game configuration – 60 Line

•  Minimum bet – 50 credits

•  Maximum bet – 250 or 500 credits

•  Denominations – 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c, 25c, 50c, 
$1, $5, $10, $20

•  Progressives – 1 level
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Toxic Picks 
Feature

Crazy Feature 
Gateway

Hit Me Baby  
One More Time  
Wheel Feature

Equalizer Base 
Game Feature

Oops I Did It 
Again Free Games

FEATURES
In addition to the Oops I Did It Again Re-spin and  
Equalizer base game features, players may trigger  
one of four bonus features:

•  Crazy Feature Gateway – The player plays up to three 
rounds to reveal credit prizes, jackpots, the Oops I Did  
It Again Free Games Feature, Toxic Picks Feature, or the  
Hit Me Baby One More Time Wheel Feature.

•  Oops I Did It Again Free Games – Six free games are 
awarded, and any OOPS! symbol increases the reel set 
by two rows to a maximum of 16 rows high. Three scatter 
award an additional two free games.

•  Toxic Picks Feature – The player chooses bottles until 
they reveal three stoppers. Other picks can reveal credit 
prizes, multiplier increases, or Britney.

•  Hit Me Baby One More Time Wheel Feature – Three 
spins are awarded which may result in credit prizes, extra 
wheel spins or the Hit Me Baby prize which awards a 
random number of credit prizes above that wheel position.

•  Equalizer Base Game Feature – The reels dance to the 
music, until they come to a stop, up to 16 rows high. All 
wins pay 3x.

•  Oops I Did It Again Re-spin Base Game Feature – 
Reels 1 through 4 are held and reel 5 is respun one time. 
Reel 5 is guaranteed to stop on the scatter symbol and 
trigger the feature.

Britney Spears™
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IT MAY CAUSE A STAMPEDE.

If you have a Buffalo machine, you have a player who loves it. 
Now, we’re expanding this proven and preferred game to take 
full advantage of ARC DOUBLE.

HIGHLIGHTS
•  Housed in the new ARC DOUBLE cabinet with surround 

sound iChair

•  The player favorite Buffalo™ game taken to the next level 

•  Maintains the essence of the original Buffalo with added 
features played out on an exciting new palette

•  Players have the chance to win a $500,000 jackpot

SPECIFICATIONS
•  Game configuration – Xtra Reel Power

•  Minimum bet – 60 Credits

•  Maximum bet – 300 Credits

•  Denominations – 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c, 25c, 50c, $1, $5, $10

•  Progressives – 1 level
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FEATURES
Reel growth up to eight positions high and Big Buffalo 
symbols stretching as large as 3 reels by 3 high can be won 
during the base game and free games:

•  Buffalo Grand Free Games Feature – The free games 
wild multiplier that has endeared players to the classic 
Buffalo game includes 2x, 3x and 5x multipliers.

•  Buffalo Grand Three Reel Feature – This showcases 
the strength of both the ARC Double hardware and the 
Xtra Reel Power by displaying screen high stacks and 
Big Buffalo symbols covering all three reels.

•  Buffalo Grand Progressive Feature – Players have the 
chance to win the progressive jackpot.

Buffalo Grand 
Progressive Feature

Buffalo Grand Three 
Reel Feature

Buffalo Grand Free 
Games Feature
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CURVES AND WHEELS will make a player’s world 
go ‘round. The ARC WHEEL cabinet with a mechanical 
wheel adds a whole new dimension to gameplay 
and a wonderful new way to reward attention.
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HIGHLIGHTS
•  Upgraded graphics capabilities engages, impresses and 

drives the chase

•  5.1 stereo surround sound is optimally mixed to 
draw the player into the game world

•  It has a striking new silhouette, guaranteed to stand 
out among other, boxier games

•  Mechanical wheel topper to keep players engaged during 
feature play

SPECIFICATIONS
•  Height (without Candle) – 2,499mm / 98”

•  Depth – 903mm / 35.55” / 2’ 11 35/64”

•  Width – 711mm / 27.99” / 2’ 3 63/64”
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THE BEST PRESENT YOU’LL EVER RECEIVE.

Players will join Ralphie, the Old Man, Mom Parker and all the other beloved 
movie characters every time they sit before our gorgeous new ARC WHEEL 
cabinet with a mechanical wheel topper.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Housed in the new ARC WHEEL cabinet 

•  Includes all of the entertaining characters and scenes from 
your favorite holiday movie 

•  Mechanical wheel topper with two wheel bonus features

•  Feature-rich with three base game features and 
five bonus features

•  Three-level standalone progressive jackpots

SPECIFICATIONS
•  Game configuration – 40 Line

•  Minimum bet – 50 credits

•  Maximum bet – 250 or 500 credits

•  Denominations – 1c, 2c, 5c

•  Progressives – 3 levels

TM
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The Queen Mother of Dirty 
Words Feature

Black Bart’s Bounty Feature

FEATURES
In addition to three base game features, players may trigger 
one of five bonus features:

•  Black Bart’s Bounty Feature – The player shoots targets 
to win credits, trying to find the advances to get to the third 
round for a shot at a feature multiplier.

•  The Queen Mother of Dirty Words Feature – Free 
games are awarded and the reel set increases in height 
each time &, *, @ or # is spun up.

•  Head Honcho Santa Pick Feature – The player picks 
presents until they match two of the same, revealing the 
awarded bonus feature.

•  Sinister Triple Dog Dare Feature – Up to four spins of 
the mechanical wheel are awarded. After each spin the 
player may be awarded extra wheel spins.

•  Progressive Decoder Wheel Feature – Players spin the 
wheel for a chance to win credit prizes or 
progressive jackpots.

A CHRISTMAS STORY and all related characters and  
elements are trademarks of and © Turner Entertainment Co. 
(s15)
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